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The generalized parametric sensitivity criterion was used to obtain runaway diagrams for one-
and two-dimensional heterogeneous models and a one-dimensional pseudo-homogeneous model.
The simulation work was based on the partial methanol oxidation to formaldehyde, which occurs
in a fixed-bed reactor, with two distinct catalytic zones. At the inlet of the reactor, the catalyst
was diluted with inert packing followed by a region with pure catalyst. This activity profile
induces a reduction in the parametric sensitivity of the process to temperature runaway, when
compared to a uniform activity bed, and the sensitivity functions reach a minimum when the
inlet temperature is in the range of 530-540 K. The dilution of the catalytic bed leads to an
enlargement of the stable region of operation, which allows a gain in the critical methanol
concentration of 20% for a feed temperature of 530 K (industrial operating temperature), higher
gains being possible (∼40%) for higher inlet temperatures. Moreover, depending on the particular
set of the operating conditions, one or two hot spots can be developed, one in each zone of the
bed, it being important to follow both because one or the other can determine the critical
conditions of the system. The additional mass flux by intraparticle convection leads to an increase
in the parametric sensitivity when compared with the case where diffusion is the only mechanism
taken into account.

Introduction

When an exothermic reaction is considered in a
nonadiabatic tubular reactor, the temperature profile
can exhibit at least one maximum value, usually
referred to as the hot spot. For certain values of the
operating conditions, the magnitude of such hot spots
can become quite sensitive to small variations of any
inlet parameter of the system. This behavior was first
analyzed in the area of chemical reactors by Bilous and
Amundson1 who introduced the concept of parametric
sensitivity, and since then it has been studied by several
authors. Various a priori criteria have been developed
to determine the regions of parametric sensitivity or
temperature runaway in the reactor, so that they can
be avoided in the earlier stages of the reactor design,
and during the system operation. Most criteria were
based on the geometry of the temperature profiles:
Adler and Enig,2 Dente and Collina,3 van Welsenaere
and Froment,4 and Morbidelli and Varma.5 However,
Morbidelli and Varma6 have proposed a new generalized
criterion for parametric sensitivity based on the sensi-
tivity coefficient of the hot spot temperature to the
model input parameters. This method has already been
used on several types of systems: catalytic tubular
reactors,7-12 cooled reactors,13,14 continuous-stirred tank
reactors,6 batch reactors,15 and thermal explosion
theory.6,16 Various works have been published in the
literature dealing with model predictions13-22 and a few
experimental studies have been carried out.23-27 The
studies related to parametric sensitivity are generally
based on simple reactions, but some authors considered
complex reactions and refer to the influence of yield and

selectivity on thermal runaway.9,28,29 Most of the work
developed before the 70s was carried out by using
pseudo-homogeneous models. However, the studies
presented by McGreavy and Adderley30 revealed that
the heterogeneity of the catalytic reactors must be
considered in the analysis of the parametric sensitivity
of a system. Morbidelli and Varma7,8 also concluded that
heterogeneous models should be used to reproduce the
experimental results obtained by Emig et al.24 Balako-
taiah et al.12 and Balakotaiah and Luss31 emphasized
the use of this type of models and presented simple
criteria to calculate the parametric sensitive region. The
two-dimensional models have been seldom used to study
the parametric sensitivity. Baptista and Castro32 con-
sidered a two-dimensional model and have shown that
there are some unstable operating conditions that are
stated as stable by the one-dimensional model.

The main objectives of the present work are centered
in the analysis of the region of parametric sensitivity
and the range of operating conditions leading to the
phenomenon of temperature runaway for a fixed-bed
reactor where the catalytic bed is partially diluted with
inert packing. The Generalized Parametric Sensitivity
Criterion (GPSC) developed by Morbidelli and Varma6

based on the sensitivity coefficients of the hot spot
temperature to the model input parameters was used.

Mathematical Models

The selective oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde
over iron/molybdenum-oxides catalysts has been se-
lected as the case studied, with operating conditions
corresponding to the industrial ones. The main reaction
in this system is the partial oxidation of methanol to
formaldehyde, and a side reaction involving the oxida-
tion of formaldehyde to carbon monoxide and water was
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also considered:

The kinetic models chosen to describe the reaction
system were33,34

with

Industrially, this process takes place at atmospheric
pressure and at an inlet temperature of 530 K. The
reactor modeling only considers a single-tube reactor (L
) 0.75 m; dt ) 0.021 m), which has two distinct catalytic
zones: a less active bed in the first region of the reactor
(0.2 m of catalyst diluted with 50% inert) and a second
zone with pure catalyst (0.55 m). In the mathematical
equations this feature is taken into account through the
bulk density Fb (kgcatalyst/m3

reactor), which is twice as high
in the second zone. This activity profile of the catalytic
bed allows lower heat release and a reduction in the

parametric sensitivity to temperature runaway when
compared with uniform-activity reactors.

Different reactor models were used: one-dimensional
pseudo-homogeneous model, PH1D, one-dimensional
heterogeneous models with intraparticle diffusion
(HT1Dd) and with intraparticle diffusion and convection
(HT1Ddc), and also a two-dimensional heterogeneous
model with internal diffusion (HT2Dd). The balance
equations of the one-dimensional models are described
in Table 1 where the system parameters are also
referenced. On the heterogeneous models the catalyst
particles were assumed with isothermal behavior and
the intraparticle convection was considered through the
mass intraparticle Peclet number, λm,i, which reflects
the influence of the convective/diffusional mass trans-
port; λm,i ) 0 for the HT1Dd model and λm,I ) 10 for the
HT1Ddc model. For the PH1D model, only the fluid-
phase balances are taken into account (eqs 1-3),
considering the effectiveness factors of the catalyst
particles for both reactions equal to 1, ηj ) 1. When the
radial gradients were considered, HT2D models, the
classical dispersions terms were included in the balance
equations and the Péclet and Biot numbers used on our
work were Pemr(dp) ) 8.7, Pehr(dp) ) 2.6, and Biw ) 1.3.

The differential selectivity, S′1,2, differential yield, Φ′,
integral yield, Φ, and conversion of methanol, XM, and
formaldehyde, XF, were defined through the following
equations:

For the GPSC, the normalized objective sensitivity is
defined by the following equation:

where θs* is the normalized catalyst temperature at the
hot spot and φi represents an inlet parameter defined
in the model equations. When the pseudo-homogeneous
models are used, θs* should be replaced by θ* which is
the normalized bulk temperature at the hot spot.

The critical values of the operating conditions, such
as feed temperature concentration, which separate
runaway from stable reactor behavior, are those which
correspond to a maximum sensitivity. This criterion has
a generalized character because it does not depend on
the particular input parameter chosen to calculate the
sensitivity function, and so, any of the several dimen-
sionless parameters that define the model could be used.
Nevertheless, in a previous work (Quina and Quinta
Ferreira35) it was shown that the most influential
parameter is the dimensionless wall temperature, θw,
and therefore, the normalized objective sensitivity was
mainly calculated in respect to this parameter. The
methodology adopted to establish the runaway diagrams
can be resumed in the following steps: (1) for a given
inlet temperature To, (2) and a given inlet reactant
concentration, CM,0, (3) the state equations were inte-

Table 1. Dimensionless Equations for the
One-Dimensional Heterogeneous Model, with Diffusion
and Convection inside the Catalyst, HT1Ddc

Fluid Phase
mass balance dfi,b

dz*
) Da∑

j)1

2

Ri,jRj
sηj (1)

energy balance dθb

dz*
) Da∑

j)1

2

BjRj
sηj + Nw (θw - θb) (2)

initial conditions z* ) 0; fi,b ) Ci,0/CM,0; θb)1 (3)

Fluid/Particle Interface
mass balance

-Nfi(fi,b - fi,s) ) Da∑
j)1

2

Ri,jRj
sηj (4)

energy balance
Nfh(θs - θb) ) Da∑

j)1

2

BjRj
sηj (5)

Catalyst Particle (Slab Geometry)
mass balance d2fi,p

drp
*2

- 2λm,i

dfi,p

drp
*

+ 4φi,0
2 ∑

j)1

2

Ri,jRj
p ) 0 (6)

boundary conditions |rp
* ) 0; fi,p ) fi,s

rp
* ) 1; fi,p ) fi,s

(7)

with

ηj )
∫0

1
Rj

p drp
*

Rj
s

)
Robs,j

Rj
s

and j ) number of the reaction
j ) methanol or formaldehyde

Model Parameters
NfM ) 95.5; NfF)100.4; Nfh)118.7; Nw)11.49;

Da ) 1.04(2.08)a; B1 ) 0.729; B2 ) 1.071; θw ) 1.0;
λm,M ) λm,F ) 10 (for HT1Ddc model); λm,M ) λm,F )
0 (for HT1Dd model); φM,0 ) 0.57; φF,0 ) 0.55

a Damkohler number is 1.04 on the first zone of the reactor and
2.08 on the second zone.

S′12 )
Robs,1 - Robs,2

Robs,2
; Φ′ )

Robs,1 - Robs,2

Robs,1
;

Φ )
FF - FF0

FM0 - FM

XM )
FM,0 - FM

FM,0
; XF )

FF,0 + XMFM,0 - FF

FF,0 + XMFM,0

S(θs
*;φi) )

φi

θs
*

∂θs
*

∂φi
)

∂ lnθs
*

∂ lnφi

CH3OH + 1/2O2 f CH2O + H2O; CH2O +
1/2O2 f CO + H2O

R1 ) k1(T)P0.75 YM
0.75

(1 + YM
0.5)0.5

; R2 ) k2(T)PCH2O

k1(T) ) k0,1e
(-Ea,1/RT); k2(T) ) k0,2e

(-Ea,2/RT)

Ea,1 ) 36 786 J/mol;

k0,1 ) 2.92 × 102 mol/kg‚s‚atm0.75;
Ea,2 ) 66 413 J/mol; k0,2 ) 3.00 ×

103 mol/kg‚s‚atm
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grated (using the DDASAC package36) and simulta-
neously the sensitivity functions were calculated, until
the hot spot temperature was reached; the sensitivity
coefficient, S(θs*;θw), related to those inlet conditions
(T0; CM,0) was obtained. (4) The inlet reactant concen-
tration, CM,0, was increased and step (3) was performed
again. (5) The normalized objective sensitivity, S(θs*;θw),
of two successive iterations, was compared:

if a maximum is attained in the S(θs*;θw), then the
critical conditions are those operating conditions (T0;
CM,0) which correspond to this value of sensitivity;

otherwise, calculations would proceed with step (4).

(6) To obtain the entire runaway diagram, steps (1)-
(5) should be repeated for different inlet temperatures,
T0.

Computer Results
As referred to before, the reactor has two distinct

zones with different activity: 0.20 m of catalyst diluted
with 50% of inert at the entrance and 0.55 m of pure
catalyst at the exit. When T0 ) 530 K, Figure 1
represents the axial temperature profiles, which were
obtained through the pseudo-homogeneous model with
different inlet methanol concentrations. For methanol
concentrations close to 3.48 mol/m3, the increase of the
hot spot temperature, Tmax, is higher Figure 2a. The
system sensitivity reaches a maximum in this point,
Figure 2b, for any of the inlet parameters, revealing
then the generalized character of this method. There-
fore, the system is considered under runaway conditions
when the dimensionless heat parameter corresponding
to the main reaction, S, is higher than 1.05 (i.e., CM,0
>3.48 mol/m3). In this case the hot spot is located on
the second zone of the reactor and, for lower inlet
concentrations, its increase leads to a displacement
toward the reactor inlet. Afterward, an inverse displace-
ment toward an inner zone of the reactor takes place,
which is due to the onset of the second reaction. In fact,
neglecting the formaldehyde oxidation through the side
reaction, we have observed that the location of the hot
spots were always closer to the reactor entrance when
the methanol concentration in the feed was higher.
When the maximum sensitivity is approached, almost
all the methanol is converted to formaldehyde through
the second reaction (Figure 2c) and a sharp decrease of
the differential and integral yields calculated under hot

spot conditions, Φ′ and Φ, is observed (Figure 2d). In
fact, the high temperatures associated with the runaway
conditions favor the secondary reaction, which becomes
then the reaction that determines the runaway behavior
of the system. It is therefore important to consider the
side reactions in these studies, even when it seems they
are not so important for the overall behavior of the

Figure 1. Axial temperature profiles predicted with the PH1D
model, for various inlet concentrations and for T0 ) Tw ) 530 K.
The profile related to CM,0 ) 3.484 mol/m3 corresponds to the
critical conditions.

Figure 2. Results obtained through the PH1D model with T0 )
530 K: (a) Temperature of the hot spot vs inlet methanol
concentration; (b) normalized objective sensitivity related to the
PH1D model parameters vs dimensionless heat of the main
reaction; (c) methanol and formaldehyde conversions vs feed
reactant concentration; (d) differential selectivity, S′12, differential
yield, Φ′, and integral yield, Φ, on the hot spot conditions vs inlet
methanol concentration.
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system, as we concluded when the study of the para-
metric sensitivity was performed (Quina and Quinta
Ferreira35).

A peculiar behavior of the system due to the presence
of two distinct zones on the catalytic bed was observed
through our results. For certain operating conditions
two hot spots can be developed on the fixed- bed reactor,
one on each zone, as it can be seen in Figure 3 for T0 )
550 K and Figure 4 for T0 ) 570 K. In the first case,
one can observe in Figure 3a that when PM,0 < 0.159
atm, one hot spot is developed in the first zone of the
bed and a higher one on the second region, it being
possible to observe their displacement along the bed in
Figure 3b. Afterward, only one hot spot is observed in
the second zone because the temperature along the first
zone increases without reaching a maximum and only
in the second zone is a maximum value attained.
However, for still higher methanol concentrations (PM,0
> 0.164 atm) the unique hot spot of the system develops
in the first zone. In Figure 3c, one can see that for low
S values (low PM,0 values) the sensitivity related to the
hot spot of the second zone is lower than the one
associated with the hot spot of the first region. Never-

theless, it is that one that first becomes particularly
sensitive (reaching a maximum for S ) 1.03), it being
then the hot spot associated with the second zone that
determines the critical operating conditions for the
system. For an inlet temperature of 570 K, two hot spots
for lower inlet concentrations can also be observed when
PM,0 < 0.12 atm, and afterward, only in the first region
of the bed a maximum temperature value is detected,
followed again by two hot spots when PM,0 is between
0.144 and 0.147 atm; after this value only the first
region shows a maximum in the temperature profile,
Figure 4a,b. The runaway temperature is established
by the hot spot on the second zone because the corre-
sponding maximum of the sensitivity function occurs for
slightly milder operating conditions (lower reactant
concentration) (Figure 4c). Therefore, when the reactor
has two distinct catalytic zones, it will be important to
follow the two hot spots because one or the other can
lead to the runaway phenomenon.

To obtain the runaway diagrams, the system behavior
was studied in a range of inlet temperatures of 440-
700 K. For different inlet temperatures and concentra-
tions, the normalized objective sensitivity profiles,
S(θ*;θw) are represented in Figure 5 versus the heat
released by the first reaction, S (successive increases

Figure 3. Results obtained through the PH1D model and T0 )
550 K: (a) Hot spot temperature vs partial inlet pressure of the
methanol; (b) hot spot temperatures vs axial position of the reactor;
(c) normalized objective sensitivity of the temperature related to
the wall temperature, for the two hot spots.

Figure 4. Results obtained through the PH1D model and T0 )
570 K: (a) Hot spot temperature vs partial inlet pressure of the
methanol; (b) hot spot temperatures vs axial position of the reactor;
(c) normalized objective sensitivity of the temperature related to
the wall temperature, for the two hot spots.
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on the S(θ*;θw) scale are also shown). The sharp
decrease of the sensitivity at high S values shows that
for lower inlet temperatures the temperature runaway
is a violent phenomenon. When the inlet temperature
is increased, the sensitivity of the hot spot decreases.
However, in this system, the maximum values of the
sensitivity function are lower on the temperature range
of 530-540 K. This can also be observed in Figure 6
where the maxima of the sensitivity for different inlet
temperatures (T0 > 500 K) were represented in three
different cases: for a fixed bed with 50% of catalyst
dilution (fd ) 0.5), for a fixed bed with pure catalyst (fd
) 1.0), and for a fixed bed with part of the bulk diluted
in 50% inert followed by pure catalyst (fd ) 0.5/1.0). One
can observe that when the bed is partially diluted, the
sensitivity has a minimum which corresponds to a
transition of the influence on the reactor behavior of one
of the zones to the other. In fact, for mild operating
conditions (low inlet temperatures) the second catalytic
zone (fd ) 1.0) of the reactor dominates the reactor
behavior, and for severe operating conditions the overall
behavior of the reactor is controlled by the first catalytic
zone (fd ) 0.5). Moreover, one can also conclude that
the less active bed (fd)0.5) has higher sensitivity than
the one associated with the reactor packed with pure
catalyst (fd ) 1.0). For higher inlet temperatures the
maximum sensitivity decreases, approaching zero (Fig-

ures 5 and 6), which leads to the loss of generality of
this criterion for low S values.

The boundaries between sensitive and stable reactor
behavior are shown in Figures 7 and 8, where the
critical operating conditions (T0, CM,0) were represented
either directly (Figure 7) or through the dimensionless
parameters N, S, and γ (Figure 8), which correspond to
the dimensionless heat-transfer parameter [N ) 4UCM,0/
dtFfCpfFbR1,0], dimensionless main reaction heat param-
eter [S ) (-∆H)1CM,0/FfCpfT0], and Arrhenius number
[γ ) Ea,1/RT0], respectively. From Figure 7 one can
conclude that, for low temperatures, the system studied
with catalyst dilution in the first zone of the reactor (fd
) 0.5/1.0) leads to a behavior identical to the one
predicted by a pure catalyst (fd ) 1.0), this behavior
being the behavior of an entirely diluted bed (fd ) 0.5)
approached for high temperatures. Moreover, for less
active beds the stability is higher because the stable
zone is larger, which corresponds to a gain in the critical
methanol concentration of 20% for a feed temperature
of 530 K. For higher inlet temperatures it was possible
to observe gains of 40%. Figure 8 corresponds to a
classical runaway diagram which was first presented
by Barkelew,37 where continuous lines represent the
boundaries between the safe region and the runaway
region for different catalytic activity profiles, and the
dashed lines joined points that are related to the same
inlet temperature. In this diagram we represented two
curves for the partially diluted bed. For the curve
corresponding to fd ) 0.5/1.0, we used the bulk density
Fb of the diluted bed (fd ) 0.5; Fb ) 550 kg/m3) to
calculate the parameter N, which allows a direct
comparison of the stable and unstable regions obtained
for the partially and totally diluted beds. For the curve
corresponding to fd* ) 0.5/1.0, the bulk density Fb of
the pure catalytic bed (fd ) 1.0; Fb ) 1100 kg/m3) was
considered for calculating N, allowing then a comparison
with the results obtained when no dilution is taken into
account. Therefore, the shadow zone marked with the
circled “1” shows the loss in terms of stability of the
system studied with two catalytic zones in respect to a
reactor where all the bed is diluted (fd ) 0.5). The
shadow zone marked with a circled “2” shows the gain

Figure 5. Sensitivity of the hot spot, θ*, related to the wall temperature, θw, predicted with the PH1D model for different inlet temperatures
(T0 ) 440-700 K).

Figure 6. Normalized objective sensitivity of the hot spot
temperature, PH1D model for different catalytic activities of the
bed (fd ) 0.5/1.0; fd ) 0.5; fd ) 1.0).
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in terms of stability when the system studied is com-
pared with only pure catalyst (fd ) 1.0).

The runaway diagrams of Figure 9a,b show the
comparison between the predictions of pseudo-homoge-
neous and heterogeneous models. For the two-dimen-
sional model, the critical conditions were calculated with
the sensitivity corresponding to the reactor axis because
it is higher than that of the other radial positions (Quina
and Quinta Ferreira35). When the heterogeneous models
are used, the resistances to mass transfer either inside
the particles or in the interface fluid/solid leads to a
decrease of the reactant concentration in the catalyst.
Lower reaction rates will also occur then with lower heat
released in the system when compared with the predic-
tions of the pseudo-homogeneous model. So, when the
mass resistances are dominant in the overall behavior
of the system, the critical conditions are reached for
higher inlet concentrations and temperatures, the het-
erogeneous model then being less conservative. How-
ever, when the thermal resistances superimpose the
mass resistances, which can happen in our study only
in the interface fluid/solid because the catalyst particles
were considered with isothermal behavior, higher tem-
peratures in the solid can be developed. Consequently,

higher quantities of heat can be released from the
reactional process because of the increase of the reaction
rates. In these situations the heterogeneous model will
reach the runaway conditions for lower operating condi-
tions, the pseudo-homogeneous model then being less
conservative. This occurs on the range of low inlet
temperatures or high Sγ values, as can be seen in Figure
9. In fact, one can observe that for mild conditions the
most conservative is the HT2Dd model, but for severe
conditions (lower Sγ values) the PH1D model becomes
more conservative. Despite the great differences in what
concerns the mathematical complexity, the different
models predicted similar qualitative boundaries for the
runaway and stable zones. However, it is our belief that
when possible the HT2D model should be used to predict
the critical conditions. In fact, this model being more
conservative than the others for mild conditions (low
inlet temperatures or high Sγ), when the runaway
phenomenon is more violent, it will be convenient to
perform a more thorough analysis of the system behav-
ior.

Several studies have shown the importance of the
additional mass flux by convection inside catalysts.11,38-42

Namely, it was possible to get the same level of the

Figure 7. Reactant concentration, CM,0, vs feed temperature, T0, corresponding to the critical conditions, PH1D model, to different catalytic
activities: fd ) 1.0; fd ) 0.5/1.0; fd ) 0.5.

Figure 8. Diagram of the critical conditions predicted with the PH1D model, for different catalytic activities: fd ) 1.0; fd ) 0.5/1.0; fd
) 0.5.
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reactant conversion under softer inlet conditions. In a
previous work, dealing with o-xylene oxidation to ph-
thalic anhydride, Quinta Ferreira et al.43 said that when
intraparticle convection is considered, the establishment
of the critical conditions could be ambiguous because
more than one maximum in the sensitivity function
could be observed for some operating conditions. How-
ever, for the system of the oxidation of methanol to
formaldehyde only one maximum was observed. This
must be due to the lower exothermicity of the methanol
reaction and also the lower activity of the diluted bed
at the entrance of the reactor. Figure 10 shows that the
influence of the intraparticular convection is important
in all the ranges of the inlet temperatures analyzed, the
system becoming more sensitive when the additional
mass flux by convection is considered. The approxima-
tion of the two lines, in the neighborhood of the inlet
temperature of 550 K, is a consequence of the transition
of the influence from the second to the first reactor zone.

Conclusions

The main objective of the present paper is centered
on the analysis of safe and runaway regions of a
partially diluted catalytic bed of a fixed-bed reactor, by
using the Generalized Parametric Sensitivity Criterion.
The main advantages of this method are based on the
exact concept of parametric sensitivity and on its
generalized character in respect to any of the inlet
parameters of the mathematical models.

The system of the methanol oxidation to formaldehyde
was studied, through different mathematical models: a
one-dimensional pseudo-homogeneous model, one-di-
mensional heterogeneous model, and two-dimensional
heterogeneous model. For the heterogeneous models the
effect of the intraparticle convection on the reactor

behavior was also analyzed. Our results showed that,
for runaway predictions, it is very important to take into
account the side reaction involving the formaldehyde
oxidation because it is responsible for the occurrence of
the temperature runaway. In fact, because of its higher
activation energy, it becomes more sensitive to temper-
ature variations, when methanol is almost completely
converted into formaldehyde.

An important decrease on the parametric sensitivity
of the process to temperature runaway is obtained when
a less active catalytic bed is used in the initial part of
the reactor, and a minimum on the normalized objective
sensitivity for the range of inlet temperatures usually
used on the industry is observed. This means that the
industrial reactor with two different catalytic activity
zones is operating under stability advantages. The
heterogeneous models are recommended for studying
the temperature runaway because they are more con-
servative for mild conditions, when the runaway is an
important phenomenon. Moreover, the system becomes
more sensitive, when the additional mechanism of
transport inside the solid, intraparticle convection is
considered. However, milder operating conditions can
be used to achieve the same conversion as the one
obtained when only internal diffusion is taken into
account.

Nomenclature
Ap ) specific particle area, m-1

av ) specific particle area (referred to the reactor volume)
[(1 - εb)Ap], m-1

Figure 9. Diagrams of the critical conditions, predicted with the
HT2Dd, HT1Dd, and PH1D models: (a) Inlet reactant concentra-
tion vs feed temperature; (b) ratio between the dimensionless heat-
transfer parameter and the dimensionless main reaction heat
parameter vs dimensionless main reaction heat parameter.

Figure 10. Diagrams of the critical conditions, predicted with
the HT1Dd and HT1Ddc models: (a) inlet reactant concentration
vs feed temperature; (b) ratio between the dimensionless heat-
transfer parameter and the dimensionless main reaction heat
parameter vs dimensionless main reaction heat parameter.
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Biw ) wall heat Biot number, [hwRt/λer]
Bj ) adiabatic temperature rise, [(-∆H)jCM,0/FfCpfT0]
Ci,b ) concentration of component i at the bulk, mol/m3

Ci,0 ) feed concentration of component i, mol/m3

Ci,p ) concentration of component i inside the catalyst, mol/
m3

Ci,s ) concentration of component i at the catalyst surface,
mol/m3

CM,0 ) feed methanol concentration, mol/m3

Cpf ) heat capacity of the fluid, J/kg‚K
Da ) Damköhler number, [LFbR1,0/u0CM,0]
De,i ) effective diffusivity for component i in the catalyst,

m2/s
Der ) effective radial dispersion, m2/s
dp ) diameter of the catalyst particle, m
dt ) diameter of the reactor tube, m
Ea ) activation energy, J/mol
FF ) molar flow of formaldehyde, mol/s
FF,0 ) molar flow of formaldehyde in the inlet conditions,

mol/s
FM ) molar flow of methanol, mol/s
FM,0 ) molar flow of methanol in the inlet conditions, mol/s
fd ) dilution factor (catalyst/(inert + catalyst))
fi,b ) dimensionless concentration of component i in the

bulk, [Ci,b/CM,0]
fi,p ) dimensionless concentration of component i in the

particle, [Ci,p/CM,0]
fi,s ) dimensionless concentration of component i at the

catalyst surface, [Ci,s/CM,0]
hf ) film heat-transfer coefficient, J/m2‚s‚K
hw ) wall heat-transfer coefficient, J/m2‚s‚K
kf,i ) film mass-transfer coefficient for component i, m/s
kj(T) ) kinetic constant
L ) reactor length, m
N ) dimensionless heat-transfer parameter, [4UCM,0/

dtFfCpfFbR1,0]
Nfh ) number of film heat-transfer units, [hfavL/u0FfCpf]
Nfi ) number of film mass-transfer units, [kf,iavL/u0]
Nw ) number of wall heat-transfer units, [4UL/dtFfCpfu0]
P ) total pressure, atm
PCH2O ) formaldehyde partial pressure, atm
Pehr(dp) ) radial heat Peclet number based on particle

diameter [dpu0FfCpf/λer]
Pemr(dp) ) radial mass Peclet number based on particle

diameter [dpu0/Der]
PM,0 ) feed methanol partial pressure, atm
R ) ideal gas constant, J/mol‚K
R1,0 ) feed main reaction rate, mol/kg‚s
Rj ) reaction rate, mol/kg‚s
Rj

s ) reaction rate at the catalyst surface conditions, mol/
kg‚s

Robs,j ) observed reaction rate, mol/kg‚s
Rp ) half thickness of the slab catalyst, m
Rt ) reactor radius, m
rp ) particle coordinate, m
rp

* ) dimensionless particle coordinate, [rp/2Rp]
Rj

s ) dimensionless reaction rate j, at the surface catalyst
conditions, [Rj

s/R1,0]
Rj

p ) dimensionless reaction rate j, inside the catalyst [Rj
p/

R1,0]
S ) dimensionless main reaction heat parameter,

[(-∆H)1CM,0/FfCpfT0]
S′12 ) differential selectivity, [(Robs,1 - Robs,2)/Robs,2]
Sc

* ) S value at the critical conditions
S(θ*;φi) ) normalized sensitivity of θ* with respect to φi

[φi/θ* × ∂θ*/∂φi]
S(θs*;φi) ) normalized sensitivity of θs* with respect to φi

[φi/θs* × ∂θs*/∂φi]
S(θ*;θw) ) normalized sensitivity of θ* with respect to θw

[θw/θ* × ∂θ*/∂θw]

Sm(θ*;φi) ) maximum normalized objective sensitivity of
θ* with respect to φi

T ) absolute temperature, K
Tb ) bulk temperature, K
Tmax ) maximum temperature, K
T0 ) feed temperature, K
Tw ) wall temperature, K
U ) overall heat-transfer coefficient, J/m2‚s‚K
u0 ) superficial velocity, m/s
v0 ) intraparticle fluid velocity, m/s
XF ) formaldehyde conversion, [(FF,0 + XMFM,0 - FF)/(FF,0

+ XMFM,0)]
XM ) methanol conversion, [(FM,0-FM)/FM,0]
YM ) methanol molar fraction [FM/∑Fi]
z ) reactor axial coordinate, m
z* ) dimensionless reactor axial coordinate, [z/L]

Greek Symbols

Ri,j ) stoichiometric coefficient of component i, in reaction
j

∆H ) reaction heat, J/mol
εb ) bed porosity
Φ ) relative yield, [(FF - FF,0)/(FM,0 - FM)]
Φ′ ) differential yield of formaldehyde in respect to

methanol, [(Robs,1 - Robs,2)/Robs,1]
φi ) model input parameter
φi,0 ) Thiele modulus at feed conditions, [Rp

xFpR1,0/De,iCM,0]
γ ) Arrhenius number, [Ea/RT0]
ηj ) effectiveness factor
λer ) effective radial conductivity, J/m‚s‚K
λm,i ) mass intraparticle Peclet number, [v0Rp/De,i]
θ ) dimensionless temperature, [T/T0]
θb ) dimensionless bulk temperature, [Tb/T0]
θ* ) dimensionless temperature at the hot spot conditions

[Tmax/T0]
θs* ) dimensionless catalyst temperature at the hot spot,

[Ts,max/T0]
θw ) dimensionless wall temperature, [Tw/T0]
F ) density, kg/m3

Subscripts

1,2 ) reaction 1 and 2
b ) bulk conditions in the fluid phase
d ) diffusion
dc ) diffusion and convection
f ) fluid
F ) formaldehyde
i ) component i
j ) reaction j
M ) methanol
0 ) inlet conditions
p ) particle
s ) particle surface
w ) wall

Superscripts

* ) hot spot conditions
f ) fluid
p ) particle
s ) particle surface
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